
•Leonardo da Vinci’s ornithoper drawings .

•George Cayley was the first person to separate thrust 

from drag.from drag.

•Laid the foundation  of wind tunnels with the whirling 

wing apparatus.





• Wind tunnel is basically a C-D nozzle .

•The airfoil or any other object whose  aerodynamic properties is to 

be tested is placed at the throat.

•2- dimensional testing. 

•Lift is measured using a load cell .



•His work on aeronautics were significant in the late  19th

Century .

•Laid the foundation for gliders. 



•His airplane design was called the aerodrome.

•It was the first tandem wing airplane design .



•The first controlled flight in history took place on 17 

December 1903 at Kitty hawk.

•It took place 9 days after the debacle of  the •It took place 9 days after the debacle of  the 

aerodrome .

•They made the engines themselves and used some 

of the airfoil data available from Lilenthal. 







•Flight via balloons took place way back even 

before much knowledge of  heavier than air

flight was available .

•Works on Principle of Buoyancy .•Works on Principle of Buoyancy .

•Maneuvering  is done by changing altitudes  

as the direction of wind changes at different 

Altitudes .



•First plane to cross the sound barrier was BELL X-1.

•The X-15 aircraft  travelled a mile per sec in 1959 and is first 

hypersonic vehicle in history.

•It travelled at mach  6 .

•The concorde was the first commercial

Supersonic aircraft.



•The  X-43 aircraft of NASA is expected to go to

Mach 20 .

•Three stages of flight.



•Supermarine Spitfire 

•Boeing 737

•F-22 raptor •F-22 raptor 

•Global hawk



SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE 



• Elliptical wings 

•Span efficiency factor e=1

•Almost negligible induced drag .

•Difficulty in  manufacturing such wings .



BOEING 747BOEING 747



WINGLETS 



•Dihedral wings-roll stability 

•Winglets-reduce induced drag

•Turbo  fan engine-thrust 

• Swept wings –roll and yaw stability • Swept wings –roll and yaw stability 

•Slats –increase  CL

•Flaps- increase  CL

•Spoilers-

�Used for roll and air braking 

�About 4-5 on each wing 



F-22 RAPTOR 



•Thrust vectoring 

•Stealth aircraft 

•Low radar cross section•Low radar cross section

•Turbofan engine

•RAM(radar absorbing material)

•V-tail  

•Supersonic fighter



V-tail:

Move both surfaces in the 

same directionsame direction



Move  the surfaces Move  the surfaces 

in opposite sense.



•Less drag

•Lower radar reflectivity•Lower radar reflectivity

•Reduces the weight of the whole tail

•Active when even stall takes place 



•Low radar cross section

•No  mutually  perpendicular surfaces

•No afterburners

•Stealth paint •Stealth paint 

•Radar absorbing material(RAM)

•Attempt to minimize discontinuities in 

aircraft

•Aircraft is shaped so as minimize curves  





GLOBAL HAWK



•UAV-Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

•Complete autonomous features

•V-tail

•Has been deployed in wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.

•Reduces the risk of losing a pilot in 

combats 



•Scope for high maneuverability .

•No risk to pilots life

•Can stay airborne for day or two continuously

•Can  detect a target whch it has been locked 

within minutes 

•Future weapons




